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The new tendencies of the use of wood and woodworking are considered in 

ekological-stile. Basic descriptions, distinguishing this direction of design of interiors 

and recreation zones. 

 

Introduction 

One of most fashionable modern trends is so-called eco-stile in an interior which 

takes the name from greek ―eikos‖ is a habitat, house. Ecological or «green» style in a 

design is today popular, as never, allowing to get around nature even in a center 

enormous . In our age of high-tech of ecological style is contrasting to all of artificial 

and cold things. Exactly due to such approach this style has a great success. The design 

of eco- allows to  an interior looks maximally natural. 

Actuality 

One of the most ponderable advantages eco- style are large possibilities for 

embodiment of your fantasies, you can use any colors and any natural materials in 

finishing and furnishing. «Green» style will walk up those house owners, which watch 

after new tendencies, like to spend time on fresh air, and not indifferent to the state of 

environment. An interior in eco- is always beautiful and functional, absolutely safe for 
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the inhabitants of house. His main failing is a high cost of the natural finishing and 

furniture. 

Research tasks. 

If to talk about history of development and becoming eco-style in the design of 

interior, landscape art and furniture it was engendered approximately at the end of 20th 

century. By basic pre-condition to its appearance, the desire of people to be enclosed 

from the problems of ecology and create the own «environmentally clean corner» in the 

house became.  It is accepted to consider the Scandinavian designers of interior and 

Japanese designers –so called traditionalists the forefathers of ecological design. Most 

similar with eco- in the design of interior and furniture it is possible style to name 

«country», with a that difference, that in a difference from the second ecological style of 

design of interior, does not deny the modern elements of decoration, technique and 

finishing materials. It is similarly needed to mention about such concept, as eco-styling 

of furniture. Under its imply  use ecologically of clean finishing materials, elements of 

deco and registration, at creation of design of furniture of other styles. 

Sure, finishing in ecological direction aspires to the maximally possible use of 

natural materials. It is extraordinarily claimed in wooden parquet, not only the 

traditional European breeds of tree can be used in the production of which but also 

exotic, as cork and known the durability bamboo. Combination of dark and light breeds 

of wood is given by possibility to experiment with original appearance of floor. An 

ordinary board, saving the texture and color, also can become excellent floor coverage 

in a «green» interior. Laminat, if he imitates natural wood successfully, fully can be 

widely used in such interior with furniture is the most economical variant from all of 

above-stated. 

Most successful for creation of furniture in eco-style ,windows frames of which are 

considered, executed from a tree. Such windows, provide the natural influx of air and 

ventilation of apartment. 

For doorways the facilitated doors are desirable from an array or door from 

wooden lead. It is possible to add glass inside doors in a wooden frame, brise-bises from 

«beads», done from natural materials (cockleshells, bamboo sticks). 

Walls in eco-style often adorns oneself wainscots, and also simple paper natural 

wallpapers with a shallow vegetable picture, without large patterns and bright prints, 

and yet better — quite without a picture, solid.  

Wainscots serve as ceiling of apartments in eco-style. For decoration of ceilings in 

often use the wooden beams of different breeds of wood. 

DSP and MDF, certainly, try to imitate a wood textures, however in eco- furniture 

always executed from natural wood, and yet better — whole array. And, in spite of very 

dear cost, a preference is given by more furniture from a whole tree which does not 

have connection. The best output furniture from a natural tree, rattan or threw (but not 

chrome-plated). For tables and table surfaces a natural stone, marble or glasses, will 

walk up ideally. It is not recommended to overload furniture the presence of abundant 

deco, it is better to give a preference the cleanness of natural lines. A «green» interior 

answers modern tendencies, therefore there is here a little bit of furniture, and a screw-
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thread meets not so often. If furniture from the array of tree seems to you too solid and 

bulky, wares will help to facilitate it from a rattan.  

Natural wood, both exotic rattan and durable bamboo — variants are dear enough. 

Comparatively furniture can become a cheap alternative from a pine-tree or larch, in 

Scandinavian style. Dinner-wagons and stools from cut flash and whole barrel of tree 

and table surfaces from a natural stone or marble. A screw-thread must not be much, 

however modern an interior , and a form is rectilineal, figures are simple.  

In a fashion the bleached poplar, oak and umber venge,  with his beautiful texture 

and saturated color. Now even shells and baths are executed from a tree, they are 

complemented by closets, braiding from everything, that can be interlaced. 

Motto of eco-furniture —  more natural- so much the better. Therefore legs of 

furniture can be the real barrels of trees, even barky. It looks unusual, but beautifully, 

especially, if a similar wide leg will be fine visible under glass surface of round dinner-

wagon. 

To design a house in style of nature, quite not necessarily to cover all of apartment 

wood. It is enough to make out of tree something one – half, walls, doors or windows. It 

is also possible to purchase untilled, and, and more cheap wood and to bring it to 

perfection independently. It, certainly, will occupy more than time, but work with a 

natural tree – it also partly socializing with nature and special contribution to the chosen 

ecological style. 

Under eco- friendly we imply not only a benefit for the health of man but also 

harmlessness for an environment, both commodity and all of cycle of his production. 

Speaking about eco friendly habitation, it is impossible to forget about such factor as an 

ecological comfort, including the high degree of ecological safety, presence of terms for 

rest and recreation. 

 Furniture from a natural tree stands by oneself in the world of cabinet-type 

furniture. Wooden furniture radiates the heat of a sun and creates a comfortable  

microclimate in a house. Furniture from the array of tree is not only a status thing but 

also index of good taste of paterfamilias. Wooden furniture is only subject to the 

fashion. Its simple and elegant lines long decades will look freshly and fashionable. 

One of important properties of wood is ability to renew air in an apartment, and 

also to support optimum humidity, preventing dampness in a house. 

Conclusions 

Eco style is embodiment of nature and curative eco- style in an interior and 

furniture fine will walk up personalities, which feel the responsibility for an 

environment which they live in: eco-design is  a not simply stylish and beautiful , but 

yet and expression certain position of objecting against boundless consumer instinct and 

contamination of nature. 
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Анотація 

 

ТЕНДЕНЦІЇ ВИКОРИСТАННЯ ДЕРЕВИНИ В ЕКОЛОГІЧНИХ 

ПРОЕКТАХ 

Омар Афшарі 

 

Новітні тенденції використання деревини та дерев яних виробів розглянуті 

під кутом екологічного стиля.Окреслені основні напрямки проектування меблевих 

інтер єрів та рекреаційних зон. 


